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This book is important, and not just because it's about Donald Trump. It is essential listening for

anyone who wants to discover the official Trump Brand Origin Story, to learn his positions on vital

issues like the military - "Are These the Biggest Missiles We Have?," science - "If Einstein Was So

Smart, Why Wasn't He Rich?" and good government - "Of the Good People, By the Good People,

and For the Good People." Through hilarious stories, photo mashups, official documents, and future

newspaper clippings, listeners will experience life under the leadership of President Trump. This is

the road map every citizen needs to thrive and survive in a "Trumpocalypse." Remember, it will be

Trump's America, but you have to live in it.
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This book caught my attention at ALA because there is a bald eagle in Trumpâ€™s wig on the front

cover perched on his shoulder. I assumed it was a satire, and then I saw Trumpâ€™s name and

signature at the bottom of the Foreword and the operator of the booth had to explain that Trump did

not really write it and that it was an imitation of his style. Having now read this Foreword, itâ€™s a

very clever foreword indeed and captures his nonsensical, circular writing style that manages to

keep going on without really saying anything.This is a great book for anybody that wants to have a

good laugh or is interested in the science of forgery and wants to study hundreds of brilliantly

executed fake documents. I created some of my own fake death certificates and coronerâ€™s

reports for a novel recently, so the detail these art designers managed to insert is admirable. For

example, the â€œCertificate of Birthâ€• has realistic borders, stamp and other components, and yet



has obviously not been scanned from an actual certificate, but rather re-created from basic parts in

InDesign. I recognize the typeface used as a recently freely released Google font that mimics a

typewriter and looks very realistic. I think this font was partially erased in spots to make it look more

real (14). The Report Card has bended edges and shows natural wear-and-tear, while it is obviously

completely fake because the graded sections are: Math, Negotiation, Introduction to Yelling, and

Bribery (15). An article about an accident that left Trumpâ€™s hair damaged has edges that

donâ€™t look entirely real, and rather as if they were trimmed to look ripped and then underlined

with intermittent black lines, but itâ€™s a very good attempt. This article is formatted just lie a real

newspaper article from the 1952 era (16).
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